In many situations physical systems may be known to satisfy inequality constraints with respect to some or all input parameters. When building a surrogate model of this system (like in the framework of computer experiments 7 ), one should integrate such expert knowledge inside the emulator structure. We proposed a new methodology to incorporate both equality conditions and inequality constraints into a Gaussian process emulator such that all conditional simulations satisfy the inequality constraints in the whole domain 6 . An estimator called mode (maximum a posteriori) is calculated and satisfies the inequality constraints.
Introduction
In the literature of incorporating inequality constraints into a Gaussian process (GP) emulator, some methodologies are based on the knowledge of the derivatives of the GP at some input locations 3, 4, 8 . The methodology presented in 6 is quite different from the methods constructed so far. The inequality constraints are forced by constructions. The main idea is the approximation of the original GP by a finitedimensional one. It is done via incorporating Gaussian random coefficients and deterministic basis functions. The basis functions 6 are chosen such that the inequality constraints of the GP are equivalent to constraints on the coefficients. By this special choice of the basis functions, the problem is reduced to simulate a truncated Gaussian vector (random coefficients) restricted to convex sets which is a well-known problem with existing algorithms, see e.g. the algorithm described in 5 .
In this paper, estimating covariance hyper-parameters is studied to inequality constraints and Cross Validation (CV) methods are used. We focus on the Leave-One-Out (LOO) mean square error criterion 2 which is closely related to traditional maximum likelihood estimation 1 . Let us mention that in the case of inequality constraints, the covariance parameters are estimated without constraints. Herein a suited cross validation technique to inequality constraints is derived. Additionally, a real application in two dimensions to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm is included.
Gaussian processes with equality and inequality constraints
Let ( ( )) ∊ℝ d be a centered Gaussian Process (GP) with continuous covariance functions:
(1)
In the running example in (Maatouk and Bay, 2014) 6 , the Gaussian covariance function is considered:
for all , ' ∊ ℝ d , where C is the correlation function, 2 
) ⏉ .
Finite-dimensional Gaussian processes
In this section we recall the model presented in (Maatouk and Bay, 2014) 6 . The main idea is the approximation of the original Gaussian process Y by a finite-dimensional one of the form 6 . The basis functions are chosen such that the inequality constraints of Y N are equivalent to constraints on the coefficients j . Hence the problem is equivalent to simulate the truncated Gaussian vector restricted to
, c=(c0, …, cN) ⏉ see (Maatouk and Bay 2014) 6 for details.
Cross validation estimation of covariance hyper parameters
In the framework of estimating covariance hyper parameters, we find two types of methods. The first one is the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator and the second one is the CV on which we focus on this paper.
Cross validation without inequality constraints
Let us recall that the Leave-One-Out (LOO) mean square error criterion is defined as the following estimator of the correlation length hyper parameters :
where ŷ i, (y -i ) = E (y i | y 1 , …, y i-1 , y i+1 , …, y n ) and is a compact set of ℝ d , see (Bachoc, 2013) 1 . Additionally, the variance parameter is estimated using the following criterion: ˆ is calculated from Equation (3).
Cross validation with inequality constraints
Let us mention that the two methods cited above (ML and CV) are not suited to inequality constraints. This is because the usual unconstrained kriging mean defined as the mean of the Gaussian process conditionally to given observation data is not guaranteed to satisfy inequality constraints in the whole domain. To this end, the idea is to use a new estimator called mode (maximum a posteriori) which is defined in (Maatouk and Bay, 2014) 6 and its analytical expression is equal to: The positive point of such estimator is that verifies equality condition and inequality constraints in the whole domain. Moreover, it does not depend on the variance parameters 2 since and the basis functions do not depend on it as well. Now, the idea in this paper is to replace the usual unconstrained kriging mean by the mode in Equation (3) . In that case, the LOO mean square error criterion can be reformulated as follows: c  is obtained by incorporating inequality constraints into the Kriging variance which is used in Equation (4) and it is calculated from simulations. Now, the variance parameter is computed such that criterion (7) 
Real Application
The aim of this section is to show the performance of the proposed estimator and to compare it with the usual kriging mean. We consider the real data given in Fig. 1 (a) . These observation data (n=121) defined on [0,20] × [10,20] respect monotonicity (non-decreasing) constraints for the two input variables. The idea is to fix some design points and test the estimator at the other observation data.
(a) (b) In Fig. 2 (a) , we plot the usual kriging mean with the length parameters ̂C V = (9.05, 9.10) estimated by LOO criterion 9 . The monotonicity (non-decreasing) constraint is not respected in the whole domain, contrarily to Fig. 2 (b) , where the estimator mode is illustrated using the length parameters ̂C V = (25.17, 10.57) estimated by suited LOO criterion to inequality constraints described in this paper. In Fig. 3 , we compare the values estimated versus the real one. The estimators used are the usual kriging mean Fig. 3 (a) and mode Fig. 3 (b) .
To investigate the performance of the proposed estimator mode, we calculate the criterion Q2 defined as: 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new technique to estimate covariance hyper-parameters of Gaussian processes with inequality constraints. A suited cross validation algorithm to inequality constraints is derived. The performance of the proposed method is investigated by a real application in two dimensions.
